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NEW QUESTION: 1
What are some of the problems of how infrastructure was
traditionally managed before Infrastructure as Code? (select
three)
A. Requests for infrastructure or hardware required a ticket,
increasing the time required to deploy applications
B. Traditionally managed infrastructure can't keep up with
cyclic or elastic applications
C. Pointing and clicking in a management console is a scalable
approach and reduces human error as businesses are moving to a
multi-cloud deployment model
D. Traditional deployment methods are not able to meet the
demands of the modern business where resources tend to live
days to weeks, rather than months to years
Answer: A,B,D

Explanation:
Businesses are making a transition where traditionally-managed
infrastructure can no longer meet the demands of today's
businesses. IT organizations are quickly adopting the public
cloud, which is predominantly API-driven. To meet customer
demands and save costs, application teams are architecting
their applications to support a much higher level of
elasticity, supporting technology like containers and public
cloud resources. These resources may only live for a matter of
hours; therefore the traditional method of raising a ticket to
request resources is no longer a viable option Pointing and
clicking in a management console is NOT scale and increases the
change of human error.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Programs that help union members maintain their skills and
competence in their field are called
A. joint training programs.
B. adult recertification.
C. continuing education.
D. corporate universities.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation: Joint training programs are administered by unions
and management. Their purpose is to maintain the skills and
competence of union members. These programs are typically only
available to members of the union. Most of these programs focus
on safety or skills. Some unions have partnered with nearby
academic institutions to deliver joint training programs.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which function can be used to compare the expression or fields
with the list of static values.
Choose 2
A. VAWE
B. ISPICKVAL
C. IS Number
D. CONTAINS
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are implementing a DLP policy on a Cisco ESA. Which
template category must you use to protect personally
identifiable information?
A. Privacy Protection
B. Company Confidential
C. Intellectual Property Protection

D. Regulatory Compliance
Answer: D
Explanation:
Reference:
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/security/esa/esa12-0/user
_guide/
b_ESA_Admin_Guide_12_0/b_ESA_Admin_Guide_chapter_010001.pdf
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